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Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
(large diameter back lens), with rack and pinion.
It is fitted to a telescopic lengtbening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The
Condenser is composed of two plano-convex
lenses of 4 inches diameter.
The refulgent lamp has 3 wicks, (or 4 wicks 2s. extra,) yielding a
brillianely illuminated picture.-- Each is complete in box.

THE MAGIC LANTERN: ITS CONSTRUCTION

AND USE.

Contains complete Instructions. Cloth covers, PRICE S

d.

LANTERN
:

|j ]

oa

za

PHOTOCRAPHS,
12s. per doz.

<

PLAIN,

1Ss. 6d. per doz.

_/

COLOURED.
Japaneses!

30

Russian Iron Body
| Brass Sliding Tubes

‘OPTIMUS. 8-v LANTERN

Perforated Russian
Iron Body,

a5e.

|

ror umesicer.

Panelled Mahogany Body, 4 doors and moulded foot, Achromatic
Photographic
Front
Lens, Compound
Condensers

Brass Stages and Sliding Tubes...

=

Brass Sliding Tubes,

Os.

Mahogany outside Body
2 Panelled Door, Brass
Stages, Sliding Tubes.

CATALOGUE
Post FREE.

Y/Y)

‘OPTIMUS’ 72m LANTERN. |
" B2s.

;

‘The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp.
Panelled Mahvgany Body, 6 doors and moulded foot, Brass Stages

“MAGIC LANTERN & SLIDES.|<c
.

£8

8

and Tubes, Achromatic Front Lens, Compound Condensers

WALTER

TYLER’S

ADDITIONAL

PREMISES

... £14

are now

10

Com-

pleted, and the New Slide Library is one of the-sights of London to those
interested in Lantern work. It contains many thousands of Slides. The
Best and Cheapest House for Hire or Purchase of Lanterns, Apparatus,
or Slides. Very large number of Second-hand Lanterns, Slides, and
Apparatus which have been Purchased, Taken in Exchange or Lent on Hire,
to be Sold ; great bargains. Large Book, costing hundreds of pounds to
produce, containing 350 pages, with instructions for working all kinds of
Lanterns and Apparatus post free to any part of the world for 6 stamps.
Gratis to purchasers ; or smaller Catalogue, post free, to all applicants.

OILVINOYHOOS!
‘SALV1d
WALTER

TYLER,
48 to 50, Waterloo Road,
LONDON,
Telephone—4848.

E.C.

Telegraphic—WaLtTeR TYLER, Lonpon.

Q
(j j

ii.

Tho Optioal Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.

DALLMEYER’S

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional,
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD,
and have obtained the

HIGHEST

AWARDS

WHEREVER

DALLMEYER ‘‘ On the Choice
New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic
SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR
FREE

J. H. DALLMEVYER,

and Use of Photographic Lenses.’’
Price ls,
Lenses and DALLMEYER’S LENSES & CONDENSERS
THE OPTICAL LANTERN, WILL BE POSTED
ON APPLICATION.

OPTICIAN,

25, NEWMAN

Telegraphic and Cable Address—

SLIDE
SPECIALLY

Boxes

fitted with Varnish

a
Just Published, “(4 Manual

95

Water

Tubes

LONDON,

W.

LONDON. °»

COLOURS,

for PAINTING

In Collapsible

STREET,

DALLMEYER,

PAINTING

PREPARED

EXHIBITED.

MAGIC

and

Glass

Colours,

LANTERN

5s., 15s., and 30s.

si,

2s.,

on Painting on Glass and

How

SLIDES.

Pots.

53., and 21s,

each.
”

to Use the Magic Lantern,’

Is. each.

Price Lists post free.

J.

BARNARD

MANUFACTURING
RETAIL,

18,

Berners

MEpaLs

Goup anp
‘SILVER

Every

AWARDED.

&

ARTISTS’

WHOLESALE,

AND

Street,

SON,

:

COLOURMEN, f
EXPORT,

Londor,

Lanternist should

W.

send for one of

J. H. STEWARDS itiustrateo caTALocues
OF

HIGH-CLASS

Single, Bi-Unial, & Triple Lanterns.
New

Lanterns, New Apparatus, New Jets, New Photographic
Sets, New Effects, and Disso!ving Views.

Best Quality,

Moderate

Prices.
Everything
and Guaranteed.

Personally Tested

406, STRAND ; 457, WEST STRAND; 64, CORNHILL, LONDON.
Bt-Unial Lantern of Highest

Quality

Woo D’s
LANTERNS
AND
SLIDES
ON
The

SALE

OR

HIRE.

100,000

Slides to Select from.

PLAIN SLIDES, 12s. per doz.
‘‘EUPHANERON’”’ LANTERN, with the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s.
The ‘‘CHEAP”? LANTERN, with 4-in. Condenser and three-wick

Lamp, £1 10s,
‘* MAGIC LANTERNS: How Made and How Used,”’ by A. A. WOOD, post free, ls. 2d.
Wood's New List of Slides and Lanterns.
Post-free
fo One Stamp.

E.G.

WOOD,
74,
CHBAPSIDEH,
LONDON.
And HORNE, THORNTHWAITE & WOOD, 41, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Notices.
THE ‘Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price One
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway
News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers,
at the following rates, post free :—
Continental.

12 months

1/6

United States.

“2/-

60 cents.

Single copies...
-/r} ... -/2
6,
Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
4

s. d

Front and back pages, by arrangement.
Ordinary page, fee matter(whole) ... 3 0
”
”
(half)
E15
a
”

3
”

iy
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y

Sain eae
(eighth) .

per 1 inch in column
”

$

”

”

...
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Stipes of H.R.H.

the late Duke

of

Clarence and Avondale, and Cardinal Manning,
have just been published by Messrs. G. W.
Wilson and Co., of Aberdeen, and Mr. Under-

hill, of Croydon, particulars of which will be
found in their advertisements on another page.
?

*

2

M. Dronter has devised a new magnesium lamp
which burns without attention for regular periods
of twenty-four hours. A pound of magnesium is

consumed in about one hundred hours.
The
running expense is about 1s. 6d. an hour, but
with the anticipated great reduction in the price
of the metal, the lamp may be made fairly
economical.
?

2

2

Since the recent explosion at Ilkeston we have
received some rather amusing descriptions o
safeguards employed by (shall we term them)
lanternists.
One party writes that he intends to
use the lantern with all the safeguards possible,
and gives adescription of them.
He uses a
blow-through jet, and has had pumice tubes

fitted immediately behind the O. and H. taps;
O
0

00
10 0

6

0

3

0

Special quotations for a series.
EXCHANGE

LANTERN

Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—

First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, 1d

another

close

to the burner,

from

which

he

obtains the hydrogen ; anda fourth at the oxygen
bottle, which is fitted with a regulator, yet he

states, in spite of all this, “I found the taps of
jet hot.

Is this arrangement

quite safe, or can

you suggest anything else?”

As we have not

replied in Notes and Queries to this question, we
will here state that our friend need not be in the

slightest degree alarmed.

The

blow-through

jet is quite safe, with H from the main, and O
ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not later than the from a cylinder, and he could not have an
He might also, with
24th of each month. AIl cheques and postal orders to be lexplosion if he tried.
made payable'to Taylor Brothers.
_advantage, remove what he terms “safeguards ”
(pumice tubes), as they are of no use, and only in
EDITORIAL communications must be addressed, The
Editor; advertisements and business communications to ‘the way; in fact, they are worse than useless,
Taylor Brothers, care

of the

Publishers,

Dorset Works,

Salistury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and
85, Duane Street, New York City,

*

ca

s

THERE seems a probability of lanternists using
the electric light shortly, as a company is at
present being formed for fitting up houses with
electric light on the hire system, which is

14

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Bnlargor.

expected will give an impetus to this mode of|
lighting. How handy it will be when we ane
to use the lantern merely to connect a wire and |

Instructions

for

move a switch.

No.

2

s

Inexperienced

Lanternists.
II.

a

Mr. Oscar S. Teace (New York), when sending ‘IN our last we spoke of oil lamps as generally
a communication (see page 24) re “ Stercoscnpic ‘employed, and will now mention the other modes
Leffects on the Screen," states that he would be of lighting, but will defer treating upon the
glad if new thoughts and experiments could be optical system until later on.
The spirit jet, commonly termed the oxybrought out, if they will in any way aid a
solution, and that he will be pleased to answer Calcium jet, seems of late years to have been relean) question, or explain more fully, any of thei gated to a back seat, but when ajet of this nature
claims he has made, supplementing such explana- : is well made and properly used, there should be
tions, if desired, with illustrations.
We would: no reason why a light as good as from the ordirefer our readers to pages 146, 155, 171, and 185 i Mary b/ow-through should not be obtained.
The spirit jet, as its name implies, burns spirit
of the past year, as this subject is one of interest.
2
2
®
(methylated), and a stream of oxygen is allowed
Messrs. N&wton AND CoMPANY complain that to blow through the flame thus produced upon

the cylinder of lime.
in the ordinary form of this burner the spirit
is contained in a receptacle some distance from
the burner, partly as a safeguard, and partly because if the chamber were placed entirely below
the wick it would cause the jet to be of a form
which would be less convenient.
The annexed sketch will afford a good idea of
a
2
e
this style of burner.
A is nothing more nor less
Mr. J, Trait Taytor’s book, “ The Optics of | than a tin can, which must be quite air-tight,
Photography and Photographic Lenses,” is now provided with an opening at the lower end. Into
published.
One interested in the subject cannot this opening a valve is fitted, which falls open
lnvest 3s. 6d. to greater advantage than by procuring a copy of this work from Whittaker and
Co., Paternoster-square, E.C.
Particulars will
be found under Editorial Table.

Certain persons make a practice of colouring
slides made by them and bearing their label, and
after painting have replaced the label.
The
colouring in most cases (they state) is exceedingly
bad, and calculated to injure their reputation as
slide painters. They intend to adopt stringent
measures to prevent this label being left on their
slides after they have been painted by other firms.

2

A

new

Tyler's
lantern

and

e

enlarged

edition

of

Mr.

Walter

(Waterloo-road, S.E.) already large
catalogue has just been brought out.

Numerous

valuable

additions

have been

made,

8 a

and the catalogue now contains about 500 pages. |
=

J

THe Sunlight Soap Works are having a lantern
built by Messrs. Archer and Sons, of Liverpool.
It is intended to show across their new_ hall
(Gladstone Hall, Liverpool).
The distance between

lantern

and screen is to be 92ft.

hundred candles.
2

A

when the reservoir is held open end up. The
spirit (about a pint) is poured into this opening,

and the reservoir quickly inverted; the seating
of the valve spoken of prevents the escape of the

As it is spirit. It is then lowered into the chamber B,
which is also made of tin, but as soon as the wire

desired that the pictures be 16ft. in diameter,
the lenses are to be of about 18in. focus.
The
‘apparatus is to be used for the first time in about
ten days. The jets are to give a light of eight
a

AAA

e

e

WE are informed by Messrs. Negretti and
Zambra that the C tubes of the gauges made

by the Bourcon Company consist of a combination tube,a steel tube being welded to an
outer tube of acomposition of bronze. This they
assert is better for gas at high pressure than the
steel tube itself.

which

is connected

bottom of B, the

to the

valve

valve is pushed

touches

the

up, and the

entrance of a few bubbles of air displaces a certain
quantity of spirit, which runs through the tube
connecting the burner, and stands at a level about
half-way between the tube and the wicks of the
burner. As the spirit is consumed, more air

enters

the reservoir and allows more spirit to

escape, so that a constant supply is thus brought
to the wicks, much in the same manner as certain
water bottles employed for bird cages.

The

wick

used

must be very loose, so as to

tit.
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Prize Medals,

Liverpool International Exhibition,

Exhibition,

1886, and Photographic

1888.

ARCH ER’S IMPROVED OPTICAL LANTERNS
Proved

superior to all others.
See reports.

:

:

‘
’
,
IDEAL,” our new perfect Single Lantern, & Automatic Dissolver

i

THE

See Testimonials from Paul Lange, Esq., G. E. Thompson, Esq.
Manchester Camera Club, and many others.

are now ready.

and is @
The Dissolver will work in any Single Lantern having slide stage with open top,
Post Free 25/6
25s.
Price
PATEN'ED 1891.

long way the best yet invented.

Lantern,
‘Photinus”made and
now greatly Improved

The

The most Powerful

Oil Lantern

PRICE

29,
to
a3
London flouses.

Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED

GAS

lla,

VALVES,

COMPRESSION

Princess

ge

Dissolying View

St...

COMPANY,

Manchester.

EN

SUE

Magic Lanterns and Slides.

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every
description of miscellaneous property.
begs to aunounce that he holds Sales of the
Mee: C. STEVENS
bove, every Friday, at half-past. twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

ee
ee
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales, are requested
to send particulars one week prior to Sale.

SLIDES

YORK’S OPTICAL LANTERN

(ELEVEN PRIZE MEDALS)
May be obtained from all the leading Opticians, Photographic
Catalogues may gs bad
Dealers and Chemists, from whom
application ; also, direct from

on

YORK
&
SON,
NOTTING HILL, LONDON, W.
87, LANCASTER ROAD,
NEGATIVES
BOUGHT.

LANTERN
OF THE

SLIDES
LATE

DUKE OF CLARENCE ano or CARDINAL MANNING,
from negatives taken in '91, may be had, price 1/6 each,
post free, through any dealer, and from

G. W. WILSON & Co,, 2, St. Swithin Strect,
ABERDEEN.

H. HUGHES AND SON,
OUR

OPTICAL

SPECIAL

Hire
NEW

now

Slides and Apparatus

All New

Terms

ILLUSTRATED

LANTER®,

greatly

&

1891

SEASON,

LANTERN

i1s9e.

Ready.

35 SHILLINGS.

CATALOGUE

POST

FREE.

Fenchurch Street, London,
eat
59,

E.c.

OPTICAL LANTERNS; Lenses, Jets,
Regulators, Slides, &c., and all fittings,

OUT OF LONDON,
Wholes le :--QNLY HOUSE
wholesale prices. Dealers, write
who supply to the trade, at strictly
for terms, FIRST-CLASS GOODS ONLY.

WILEINSON
Holmeside,
ESTABLISHED

1689,

& Co.,

Sunderland.

Telegraphic Address,—‘' Oxygen," Sundesland,

Lantern Specialists,
and Manufacturers

LIWERPOOL.

ST,

LORD

All kinds of Slides made

F

to Order.

WANTS,

&c.

y competent, with
LANtees OPERATO i.—Thorough
engagements for coming
first-class

outfit.

Requires

Terms moderate —A., 7, Kyder St, S.W.
ANLTERN SLIDES on Bees and Beekeeping, Practical

, season.

:

and Scientific,

for

loan

or sale.— Apply,

RECTOR,

Farndish, Wellingborough.

c
ROFESSOR K(ENIG'S ENTERTAIN MEN'.—MuslimeSongs, and Mirth. ILlustrated with magnificen: Hill,
by
painted
: light ecenery, graudanod marvellous effects,
with a
Dickson, Dob:l, Simpson, and others, and shown pictures
‘’ powerful tri-unial stereoscopic apparatus, giving
edged by the
: trom 10to 50 feet indiameter,and been acknowl
and BrilliPress, for“ Sparkling Music,’’ Descriptive Songs,
with

’ ant Illustrations, t+ urpass all other exhibits. Subjects
' “ Musicand Songs,” “Nazareth,” ‘ The Village Blacksmith,”
“ Flying
“Wrecked and Rescued,” ‘ Vesuvius,” and the
on
Dutchman,” etc., etc. Programme and testimonials
application.—373, Edgware Road, W.

LANTERN, Brass fronts
BI-UNIAL
AHOGANY
rs.
safety jets, dissolver, best compound condense
i
tilting
Portrait objectives, rollin curtain, plate in case with frame.
top, two best bags and Noutle skeleton pressure
Mile End,
pica ei a bargain.—Addregs, 3, Grove Road,

ondon.

fixed focus
I [AND CAMERA, takes 12 Lantern plates,
landscape lens, price 12/6 or offers.—U , 10, Derby
Villas, Forest Hill.
at6d
ANTERN TRANSPARENCIES to color in Oils,
Pleasant’
H. SAUNDERS, Mount
h.
— ALFRED
eac
Brierley Hill.
Lautera,
OR SALE.—Archer’s Dissolver for Single
Jun.
Quite new; only used once, 20/--—E. ECcCugs,
15, Broad st., Bury, Lancs.

YTANLEY

reduced,

SONS,

ANTE D, fora town iu the North,a Young Man to take
V
ent.
charge of a lantern s‘ide hire and sale departm
with
Must be able to operate the lime-light, and be familiar
infirst
the
in
d,
apparatus.—A pply, stating wages expecte
Works,
stance to Cosmos, c/o. Lantern Journal, Dorset
‘al sbury Square.

Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on gas suddenly.
Regulator Taps unvecersary.
LOWEST
PRICES.

THE

4 0.

GENERAL

COMPRESSED OXYGEN. HYDROGEN, é&c.

an

&

ARCHER

any Novelties.
Lists free One Stamp.
L£stablished \SAS.

£4

[N DARKEST

AFhICA.—Fifty-eight slides,

nted.
Ss copyright edition A numberof them are hand-pai llythe Set, cost £10, will sell for #3 5s. Als» 14 beautifufournew
quite
and
coloured Rhine Views, with Reading
W., c/o
w.ck

vil Lantern

and

a reading desk for 45/-.—3.

38, High Street, Ryde, 1.W.
or
Permanent
wants Re-engagement,
PERALOR
eu
occasional; would give instruction to Gentlem to
es
wishing to use Lime light for first time. Referenc
KAILDON,
Gentlemen of position.—Kindly address, EK.

34, Phelp Street, Walworth, S.E.
hffects,
\V ANtED --Secondhand Lantern Slides, stories, nee3, &}
Pi-unial Lautern, of Laoteron |
Sets, ete

Cork.
or ll-inch Coudenser.— W.V. MORRIS, larade,

iv.
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GRIFFITHS’ PATENT LANTERN SLIDE MARKING CAMERA.
‘most useful Instrument” leaves corting to cc desond inserting Nezative

at one end and ‘Lantern Plate” at the other. Expose and Develop, and you will
find it aiw.ys in correct Focus, Size, and Position.
T>i: Camera has now been
before the public for two isis and its popularity is &:Uy e:tsblished.
TESTIMONIAL.- “The Lantern Slide which secured the First Prize at the
Birmingham Photographic Exhibition, 1890, was taken in this Camera by BENJ.
KARLEESE,

Ese

Prices complete : Malt. plate, 12/6; Whole-plate, 15.-; 12 py 10 Adjustable, 21/-;
Fitted Dark Slide, 4;6 extra.

GRIFFILHS Patent FIXED

ENLARGEMENT

CAMERA,

This Camera is made on the same principle as the Lantern Camera, and possesses the same
advantages and charm in working.
Prices: Quarter to Half-plate, 16:- ; Whole-plate, 19/-;
10 by 8, 22/6: Halfto Whole-plate, 19/-; 10 by8,22/6; 12 by 10, 26/-. ” Send for Catalogue
of Cameras and Photographic Sundries.

and
Manufacturers.
WALTER GRIFFITHS & CO., LTD.,!
HIGHGATE SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM.

Patentees

THE
EXTRAORDINARY
RAPIDITY OF

For

MAKES

THEM

SPECIALLY
USEFUL

Detective

Camera

and

MAWSON

all
&

Instantaneous

Work.

SWAN,

NEWCAST
LE-ON-TYNE,
and 83, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.
S
E
PULL PARTICULARS AND PAMPHLET FREE.
Specimens of Work, 3d. each.
The advantages and special features of this
Camera cannot possibly be described or
enumerated in an advertisement.

THE BEST.
LENSES,

MANUFACTURED

BY

Stare STREET Works, LEICESTER

;

Street, Hic

CATALOGUE

GAS REGULATOR

Medal awarded, Sept. 1891, Royal Cor%wall Polytechnic Exhibition.
Eclipse Single Lantern

Hougorn,

W.C.
POST

Slide Carrier

COMMENDED.

“Pringle Beard” Miniatare
Telescopic Lantern.
Fitted

with

focussing.

AND
LONDON,

ee

Hiah_y

TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON,
6, SourHampron

& EAMER,

7, EXCHANGE STREET,
BLACKBURN.

_

HIGH-CLASS

LANTERN

TABLOT

special

Skewed

heliascopic jacket

gearing

for

lime

turning of jet. Packs into polished
mabogany case; outside size, Shin. by
e\((() 6din. by ‘yin, high.

To be had at any Optician's.

FREE.

R.

R.

2, Alscot

BEARD,

Road,

Bermondsey,

Lendon, S.E.
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conduct the spirit readily. The oxygen supply| glycerine, or with pumice grains. If intended to
is attached at O,and is blown through the flame | be flame proof, the packing of cotton or pumice
at C against the cylinder of soft lime D, which, grains should be about fin. in thickness.
With regard to the nipples, it is quite correct
of course, is placed on the pin E.
When house gas cannot be obtained and a lime- that the smaller the bore is, the less liable is the
light is required, this form ofjet will be found to jet to give snaps and pops. But, on the other
be the most convenient, especially to the in- hand, the smaller the bore is, the weaker is the
experienced.
Perhapsthe most frequent cause of light; hence we must find a happy medium.
failure with this form of burner is the rapidity which will give safety with sufficient light power.
with which, in the hands of some, the wicks burn The size of bore available depends upon the
away, for even in adjusting the wicks for the spirit fluid used; the more carbon it contains, the
flame there is a right and a wrong way. If the larger is the bore available. Hence coal-gas will
wicks are allowed to remain upright the stream work with a larger bore than ether, and benzoline
of oxygen will play upon them as well as on the | with a larger bore than coal-gas. Pure hydrogen
lime, and so they are thus rapidly burned away. requires a very small bore, about one-eighteenth
The size of the spirit flame is, in consequence, of an inch diameter being about the maximum.
decreased, whilst the incandescence of the lime is Ether may be put at one-sixteenth maximum ;
diminished accordingly. The wicks should be well benzoline and gasoline at one-fourteenth of an
pulled out, and then bent sideways ; this allows inch. °
The largest bore the writer has used was a
the stream of oxygen to blow on the flame only,
and this is the chief secret of success with the one-twelfth with gasoline in the warm-air satu- |
lamp. It must always be borne in mind that the rator; the incandescent area of the lime was
smaller the flame (to a certain extent) the less about 2in. long, and 1}in. wide ; it was a splendid
the incandescence of the lime, and consequently light of over one thousand candle power, but
rather too large for lantern work.
the more diminished will be the light.
With a one-fourteenth nipple eight hundred
We may here say that there are other means
of obtaining lime-light without hydrogen or house candle-power can be had with benzoline, and this
gas, but of this we will speak later on in this without noise ; thesame nipple gives six hundred
candle-power with coal-gas. The maximum light
series.
of ether appears to be five hundred candle-power.
30%
The ordinary ethoxo light is about three hundred
or four hundred candle-power.
Jets for Saturators.
As an illustration of the effect of a brilliant
By ALBERT W. SCOTT.
light on the screen, the writer once gave several
exhibitions on consecutive nights at the same
In order to obtain satisfactory results with satu- place. Collections were taken, and it was found
rators, it Is essential that a properly-adjusted jet that a light of eight hundred candle-power proThe ordinary jets used for coal-gas duced nearly double the amount of cast that was
be used.
frequently fail when employed with ether, because obtained when using a light of four hundred
the arrangement which may effect a thorough candle-power.
mixture of two light gases like coal-gas and
10:
oxygen, is quite inadequate to mix the light
oxygen with a very heavy gas, such as the ether
Messrs. WALTER GRIFFITH AND Co., of Highgatevapour is. The gases not being properly mixed, square, Birmingham, intend shortly to open commodious,
at 5, Union-passage (New End-street)
we have a great waste of gas and vapour; for it central premises
Birmingham, for the sale of photographic materials and
is only in the middle of the nipple where a mix- | apparatus. Mr. M. O. Suffield, who is a qualified chemist,
ture exists. On one side of the nipple there is a photographer and lanternist, is to assume charge of the new
current of pure oxygen, and on the other side a depét. This firm will also be prepared to accept engageThe Fry Manufacturing Co.,
current of ether vapour. The remedy for this is ments for lantern exhibitions.
of Chandos-street, are the London agents for this firm, and
simply to lengthen the curved tube between the have arranged to enable Messrs. Griffith to supply their enmixing chamber and the nipple ; this will give the largements in Birmingham at the same price and promptitude
gases more time to get mixed, before issuing| as in London,
from the nipple.
Mr. ROBERT C. MuRRAY (formerly of the firm of Murray
When the light flickers, it is caused by the and Heath) having concluded his engagement as organiser
ic department of J. J. Griffin
heavy vapour continually tumbling in waves to and manager of the photograph
has within the past few weeks opened new
the bottom of the mixing chamber, the light and Sons at(Ltd.),
8, Garrick-street, W.C., for the manufacture and
premises
oxygen floating over the vapour. This is easily sale of photographic and lantern apparatus. Mr. Murray
cured by packing the mixing chamber full of ; has many friends in the photographic world, and we wish him
wire gauze, or with cotton wick damped with >every success.
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Lanternist’s

Den.— No. 1.

‘but the best place to put them up, each one
must answer for himself. However, I give a plan
of my den, and the relative positions of door,
THE student of the optical lantern has without window, shelves, benches, &c., which may perdoubt a great many grooves of study open to! haps serve as a guide. Cover the floor with kamphim. He should endeavour to be an accomplished tulicon or similar material, which can easily be
photographer and artist, so that he may be able kept clean by washing ; carpet or matting of any
to embrace opportunities as they crop up of ob- kind harbours the dirt, and by their use dust
.
taining shots of anything of interest that crosses often flies about when least wanted.
When the room has but one window, it can be
his every-day path. A great deal of pleasure
is experienced in making one’s own slides for fitted with a shutter, thus dispensing with the
illustrating the summer holiday or the visit to dark room in the corner if desired. Makea wellfitting frame, and hinge it to window on the
friends in the country.
Many of us are fond of trying our hands at inside, so that it can rest against the wall when
painting the slides, and for this we require to be not in use.” This is simple and effective, can be
alone in our glory, that is, if circumstances will glazed with white giass and afterwards covered
allow ; for nothing is more perplexing than, just with ruby paper, which colour serves for both
Other photographie
as we may be adding to a picture the finishing wet and dry processes.
touches, someone drops in and prevents the land- arrangements speak for themselves, and I take it
scape from being finished at that sitting. It is provision will be made for every requisite, a place
also imperative to seek solitude when engaged found for everything, and everything found in
upon the important task of arranging subjects for :its place.
The bench at the left window serves a host of
lectures.
The aspirant of to-day is not. satisfied by purposes, and is fitted with drawers for various
simply purchasing an instrument with its acces- tools and materials, two or three racks running
sories, lighting up and passing his views through , along the back, with space for files and such
he cannot claim to be efficient without some like, while a small bench vice is securely fixed at
knowledge of construction, both theoretic and one end. A convenient place for a jointed gaspractical, and as the old adage “An ounce of bracket will be between the windows or therepractice is worth a pound of theory ” here applies, abouts, and J advise one with extra tap at bottom
he should endeavour to givea little time now and for jumping a rubber tube over. This is handy
then in this direction, for this is the true method for the lantern, or attaching to jet for soldering
purposes. A portable horizontal soldering burner
can
be bought for a few shillings, or a rough one
8
can be knocked up good enough for our use in
an hour. To do this, get a 12in. length of din.
brass tube, cut into three, mitre and braze the
two joints, so that when together it takes the form
of the letter Z. Fit this to a stand, leaving about
an inch of pipe overhanging for the rubber to
be passed over.
File the top of nozzle off to an
RE
ont
angle same as a blow-through jet. Cost of
By C. E. REnpie.

N

A & B—Windows,
C—Door,
D—Work

Bench,

E & F—Dark Room and Sink,
G—Flat Desk,

H—Bookcase,
I—Lantern for Experiments.
J—Screen

a

K—Lathe,
L—Shelves and Cupboards

materials about threepence.
What is known as the ‘‘ Hydrostatic Soldering
Lamp” I would recommend to those who will

not countenance
and

is extremely

gas.

Its cost is about 3s. 6d.,

ingenious,

burns

benzoline,
to overcome the little difficulties which are now methylated spirits, or
spirits of wine. The flame
and then springing up. In a word, those who is easily regulated,
and it is so constructed that
can, should set apart one room—an attic will do, if kept alight
some hours, the spirit in the cylinand proceed to fit it up with conveniences for der is quite cold. It
has a lateral movement, to
storing apparatus, experimenting with it, and enable the worker to
turn it away when done
for altering or adding to its construction.
with. Such tools as hammers, a mallet or two,
Having got the room, let us consider the best pliers, a few files of various cuts
and sizes, a drill

manner of fitting it up, so that our lanterns,
cameras, chemicals, tools, and other things may

be constantly at hand, also the necessary tools to
purchase.
Wood for shelves will claim aur first atleation :

stock

with

drills, screw-plate

and

taps, and 8in.

brass blow-pipe, and sundry others, should be
picked up, as opportunity offers. They will all
in their turn be found useful.
(79 bc continued.)
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Best and Cheapest House for HighClass Lanterns and Slides.
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We lend Slidesin any quantity at 1s. per doz.

Magic Lantern, Dissolying View, & Photographic Apparatus Makers,

Telegray

LANTERN
SLIDES

SLIDES

ON

ON

New

A large stock of well-coloured Slides, care‘ully arranged in sets, suitable for Complete Entertainyents.
‘Each set has a specially prepared

Societies arranging for Six Hirings this Season may have
THE SIXTH SET WITHOUT CHARCE FOR HIRE.
Each Hiring must amcunt to not less than 3s. for the Slides.

May

Complete

Catalogue

of Slides

Send

UNITED

KINGDOM

for full

ALCOHOL AND THE HUMAN BODY.

Plain...

BAND

OF

..

| Well Coloured

(400 pages),
Particulars

Slides.

Twelve Slides, showing the injurious effects of Intoxicating Drinks on
the various organs of the body, and on health and life generally.
!
Vhe above have been prepared in superior style by the United Kingthose
ag
Cl el
pe
ene,
dom EO

be sent Cheaply and Safely by Post.

d& other apparatus at the most reasonable prices.

HIRE.

ance and hard work, accomplished in all climates without alcohol.
THE LITTLE CAPTAIN.
.
"
;
P
‘
3
A series of Twenty-four beautiful Pictures, illustrating the touching and
popular story by Lynde Palmer.

86 FOR 3s.

UPWARDS FOR 4s.
SETSae OF 60: AND
.
a
ot
.

OR

Temperance

THE TEMPERANCE PICTURE -GALLERY.
Forty Slides, from superior drawines. illustrating various feats of endur-

reading, and an attractive title. ‘(he selections having been made by
those who have had many years’ experience in Lantern Lecturing to
oung and old,
will be found
t
Ily useful to all engaged in such
te choose Shake Bibjects:
¥ Wok. many rer hant Rad Saad

Lanterns

SALE

HIRE.

with classified
TRADE

to THE

12/- per doz.; Smaller numbers, 1/3 each

eae Pte Feunge wane
index,

2/6-ench

post free for 6d.

MANAGER,

UNION, 4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

HOPE

THOMASS

COLLODIO- BROMIDE
SUBSTITUTE.
PERFECT
WINDOW
STERO
LANTERN

TRANSPARENCIES
Ditto
Ditto

SOLD

BY

ALL

FOR

) On finest Glass, Plain or Ground,
} Ordinary Thickness or Specially Thin.
On Specially Selected Thin, 1s. per doz.

DEALERS,

OR

AT

OUR

Central Depot, 10, Pall Mall, London, 8.W.
Telegrams—RUHTRA,

LONDON.

Telephone

No. 35087.
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London,
MANUFACTURERS cr HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
BI-UNIAL

THREE

AND

AND
of

TRIPLE

LANTERNS.

FOUb-WICK

OIL

Quality and

Highest

eae

STOCK

SPECIAL

ae

Saale

;

WrEews,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CAMERAS

For taking Lantern Pictures.

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.

Ask for Lantern

HIGH HOLBORN,N, LONDON.
9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S
RENTS,

W. WATSON & SONS

OF FINEST

lllustrating a‘l parts of the World, R2/- per dozen.
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IMMENSE

|PHOTOGRAPHIC

Efficiency.
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AN

LANTERNS,

List.

313,

ESTABLISHED

it

251, SWANSTON

ST., MELBOURNE,

LONDON.

AUSTRALIA.

FRY’S LANTERN PLATES.
FOR

SUCCESSFUL

é

OF

THE

SLIDE

ATI.

FRY

MAKING

USE

ONLY

DBEALEARS.

MANUFACTURING

5, CHANDOS
’ Works—KINGSTON-ON-THAMES,

STREET,

CO.,

CHARING CROSS, LONDON, W.C.
Telegraphic Address—“ ENLARGEMENTS, LONDON. ”

STOCKS'raText OIL LAMP Forwaciccanreane
NEW

OIL

LIGHT

OF

VIVID

BRILLIANCY.

The Chairman, at a meeting of the London Lantern Society, held at Hanover Square,
26th November, 1891, said it was the Best Oil Lamp he had seen.

Breechin Photographic Association, Nov. 19th, 1891.—Mr, Macite (Vice-President) in the Chair.

sii

wards showeda selection of Lantern Sli:test> illustrate his piper.
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He after-

The Lantern Lamp used was STOCKS’ PATENT
«kindly seut down by Mr. Stocks for exhibition.
The general opinion was that the Lamp Wasa considerable 1mprovement on the ordinary form of paratfin Jamp.—Extract from Jirttish Journal of Photography, 27th November, 1891.
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STOCKS,
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Or

Inventor,

eae

Ideas.

NEW

RYE,

SUSSEX.

|

feang

SANDS,

Lectures, Stories, Poems, Dissolving View effects, or Comic subjects o

HUNTER

&

Co.,

producing negates raeenaemeageen HeoDewwe Desens fo Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
FRANK.
WEEKS,
Leading

Artist-Draughtsman to the Trade, Lantern Slide Designer,
Inventor and Maker.
Established 1875.

21, Thorpa Rd., Forost Gate, London, 5,
Send stamp for Price List and
Circular.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

: Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter|
tainments for children, &c.
Terms Moderate.
20, Cranbourne

St. Eaicastace
+»

Leicester

HORNTON-|OICKARD
“TIME”
IS THE

SIMPLEST

quare,

London, W.C.

Prices for Lenshaving hood up:

Ey

es x

(Min, 18/6 |3 in., 27/6

2 »

SBS 42h,
Bt 8/2
4

SHUTTER
THE

BEST

44, 32/6
4h, 42/6

Tau
25/- 5 ,, 47/6
Instantaneous from 11/6

Stereo.
‘‘ Time,” and Instantaneous, from 26/.

THORNTON

AND

20/6 |35 ,, 32/6

.

- PICKARD

Manufacturing Co.,
St. Mary’s St., Deanggate,

Manoisster
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Size

of

Disc
By J.G.

when

for a Room.

As the window curtains

I use the screen.

extend slightly over the screen, it is not notic-

Ht.

able unless attention

As the screen is one of the very necessary parts
of a lanternist’s outfit, I am glad to see that the
subject of opaque screens has lately been receiving
attention in the columns of this our journal.
The screen is an article upon which I have
expended more money than I could easily afford, |
and have made various kinds of frames for supporting the sheet ; and ifa portable concern

17

is

required, that described by Mr. Hilton Grundy,
in the issue for Jan. 1891, 1s the most convenient
As soon as I read his instrucI have everseen.
tions Imade one, but with brass angle joints instead of zinc as recommended. This I have had in
constant use ever since, but it even has a great
drawback, and in the case of lanternists who, like

b2 called to it.

—eo——-

Cause of Oil Lamps Burning
imperfectly.
By Rev. Water

H. Grecory.

Ix “ Notes and Queries” I observe that a corres| pondent seeks aid in respect to two of his wicks
burning dimly after the lamp had been burning
I for a little time, until there was no

light worth

speaking of. he answer given was to the effect
that the oil supply was insufficient, or the wicks
too short.
The correspondent, “F. J. B.,” has touched
myself, use the lanternina domestic sense, the upon one ofthe greatest difficulties in the worksame also applies, for tables and chairs require to ing of an oil lantern.
His experience ‘is that of
be moved to one side in order to rig up the screen many others, and the fault is neither in the oil,
on the floor before erecting it to the upright wicks, lantern,or manipulator.
position.
The hindrance to a successful light is entirely
A great many of my friends use the lantern in atmospheric. No oil light can live in impure air.
what I might call the domestic sense, but they I use a four-wick lamp, and under certain conall err in the same direction as I myself have ditions have produced a light to almost equal
done—viz., too large a disc, and I think Iam not lime-light.
During last March I gave aseries of lectures,
far wrong in saying that pictures from 7ft. to oft. |
and on each evening the lamp burned splendidly
across are what is in inany cases aimed at.
and gave an excellent light, all four of the wicks
Now to properly examine and enjoy a picture
On_ these
doing their duty conscientiously.
of this size in the parlour of an average dwelling
the conditions of
and
clear,
was
air
the
occasions
is simply an impossibility, for it would be
the room were all one could desire.
necessary for the spectators to be farther off from
Now, contrast this with a series of missionary
the screen than the walls of the room would
Igave at a different time of the year.
At close quarters, not only does the lectures
allow.
November I used the same lantern
last
During
picture appear fuzzy—or what some people term
had answered so admirably ;and
March
in
which
naturalistic—but a great strain is put upon the
and the heating of the room
fog,
the
with
what
eyes also, and one speedily grows weary of seeing
fire, gas, and people, the air became so impure
by
'
large pictures at such close quarters.
that two of the wicks refused to burn.
[have with great advantage made a permanent
On December 26, at a crowded children’s
screen in my parlour which is not only handy for | entertainment, these conditions were so terrible
use at a moment's notice, but which answers the that the result was failure—not one of the wicks
my i would burn with any effect; they trembled like
much more satisfactorily than
purpose
It is much smaller and, above aspen leaves.
previous one.
I feel assured that the only exall, opaque, and for experimental work, it is all planation “ F. J. B.” can find is that it is due to
that could be desired, and my friends state that the density of the atmosphere, thus preventing
the pictures can be seen not only more distinctly a sufficient current of pure air to the lights.
than with my old screen, but that the eye is
As the lantern is mostly used at that time of
Now, as to the style the year when atmospheric conditions are at their
relieved from all strain.
of the screen: between the two windows of worst, the only remedy is to employ lime-light.
spoken of there is a space of
the room
4ft. On this, at the required height, I have
pasted what is known in the paper-hanging
are
Socrety.—We
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SouTtH LONDON
line as white lining paper, and around the four- | informed that Mr. C. H. Oakden, of 51, Melbourne-grove,
foot square thus formed, have pasted a fancy East Dulwich, has been appointed hon. sec, of the above
In front of this I stand a what-not society, in the place of Mr. S. W. Gardner, who has reborder.
which

merely requires to be lifted to one

side

signed,
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The Optical Lantern in ClassRoom Work.—1.

diagrams hung onthe walls, no direct light falls
upon the screen. By this arrangement lantern
pictures, ordinary diagrams, blackboard notes,
and models, or experiments can be shown simulBy Arcupatp Barr, D.Sc., M.Inst.C.E.,
Regtus Professor of Engineering in the University of taneously.
The transient character of the illustrations
Glasgow.
evidently cannot be overcome, and where it is
THE optical lantern has been extensively adopted essential that an illustration should remain
for the illustration of popular and public lectures,

continuously

before

a

class

for

a _ long

but it has not yet been very generally applied in period, ordinary diagrams must be used. Such
ordinary class-room work.
This has arisen, no cases are, however, very few, because usually the
doubt, from a variety of circumstances attending student may have time enough allowed him to
its use, the principal of which are probably sketch such simple illustrations as it is advisable
these: (1) The necessity for darkening the to use in ordinary class work; and if not, he can
lecture-room, in order to make the lantern pic- be referred to some book or journal in which he
tures visible; (2) the transient character of the may find a similar illustration, which he may
pictures, which renders them unsuitable, in some study again at leisure.
The transient character
cases, for class-room use; (3) the necessity which of the illustration is, however, by no means altousually exists for employing an assistant to work gether a drawback.
Only one illustration being
the lantern, and the consequent difficulty of re- shown at a time, the student’s attention is not
ferring back to an illustration, as it is often distracted by his desire to copy illustrations not

desirable to do (in class-teaching; (4) lanterns in at the moment being referred to by the lecturer.
every way suitable for class-room use have not
The lantern is of little value for ordinary class
been available, at least until lately; (5) supplies work, if it is necessary to employ an assistant to
of oxygen for the production of the lime-light work it.
By using a short-focus lens, however,
were not conveniently obtainable until quite the lantern may very conveniently be placed on
recently; and (6) the production of lantern- the lecture-table, and the slides laid out upon a
slides in sufficient quantities to illustrate every sheet of white paper, so as to be readily seen by
detail of a subject has been a matter of some the lecturer in the lighted room, and any one may
difficulty and no little expense.
be shown as frequently as may be necessary
Arrangements made at the Yorkshire College, during a lecture.
Leeds, to overcome these difficulties, hive led to
For ordinary slide work many suitable lanterns
a very great extension of lantern illustrations in are now in the market, and require no description.
ordinary class work, and it appeared to the A suitable lantern for the exhibition of slides and
author that a brief description of some of these experiments has been a great desideratum,
espearrangements might be of interest to those cially for the illustration of lectures on physics,
engaged in teaching.
chemistry, physiology, &c., but the want appears
The first drawback to the use of the lantern — to be very fully met by the lantern devised by
namely, the necessity for darkening the lecture- Professor Stroud and the Rev. Mr. Rendell to
room when exhibiting the projected pictures— meet the requirements of lecturers who desire to
may very simply be overcome, so much so that ‘exhibit both slides and experiments; but it posduring the day-time the room need only be very sesses special advantages for the class-room, even
partially darkened, while in the evening, when when experiments have not to be projected on
the light is less diffused, no darkening whatever the screen.
is necessary. In the Engineering Lecture Room
As will be seen in the illustration, the lantern
at Leeds, for example, the projections are shown is arranged for either horizontal or vertical prowhile sixteen incandescent lamps are lighting up jection.
The sloping mirror, shown in the
the room quite brightly. The essential condition front part of the lantern, receives the beam
from
is simply that the lantern-screen shall be in the first lens of the condenser, and reflects it vershadow, when it will be found that an ordinary tically through the second lens, fixed horizonlime-light lantern will give excellent results, tally in the top of the front portion of the lantern,
though the room, generally, may in the day-time and thence through the objective, which can be
be moderately lighted, and in the evening may be moved up and down for focussing by means of
a
fully lighted.
rack and pinion on the pillar. The mirror fixed
Briefly, the arrangement is this: The lantern above the lens projects the beam at any required
screen, which is placed over the blackboard, is inclination towards
the screen.
The lower
inclined at such an angle, that, while the electric | mirror is hinged at its upper edge
to the front
lamps, which are situated near the ceiling, illumi- board of the lantern, and, by means ofa stud pronate

the lecture-table,

the blackboard, and any

jecting through the curved slot in the side of the
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The Optica: Magio Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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This is the most perfect instrument for the purpose for which it is intended, that of ordinary slide
projection, the projection of physical apparatus and experiments, and for use with the Lantern
Microscope and Polariscope, &c., &c. (the Bellows is instantly removable).
Itisprovided with the best 42 double Condensers or our New Triple Condenser, by which the
focus can be altered to suit the focus of the Objective in use, a decided advantage, for it is easily
demonstrated, both by theory and in actual fractice, that one arrangement of condenser most suitable
for a short focus objective is not the best when longer focus objectives are uscd. The lens nearest the
light is protected from fracture by heat by a thin cover glass, which is separated from the lens by an
air space, and should this cover glassever get broken by inattention to the lime, it can be renewed for
.
i
PaTENT APPLIED FOR.
bwopenee, and placed in position inone minute.
e objectives are double combination, specially constructed for projection, interchangeable, and
of the following foci, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, but after these sizes they are supplied ‘as Bingle Achromatic

Lenses and of the most suitable diameters.
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CATALOGUE,

post

free

2 stamps.
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LECTURERS’ READING
With Portable

No Oil.

No Mess.

LAMP &
Stand.

DES!

No Bother.

The Candle burns 4,hours, and is carried in a rec
The Lamp forms a Box four carry
tacle at bottom

a set of slides, all packing up as a nice square parcel

(Registered.)

20/- Complete.
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W. I. CHADWICK, 2, St. MAR
The Optical Magic Lantern Jourxt',
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~ GHADWICK'S

“ECLIPSE”
‘LANTERN
CARRIER

This Carrier is suitable for all Single
Lanterns, and is the most perfect instrument for the purpose for which it is
intended, ‘that of substituting one slide
for another without the slightest movement fof the picture on the screen being
observed by the audience. The change of
picture may be effected practically instantaneously or slowly (the latter being
-generally preferred). The Carrier is selfcontained, occupies no more space than an
ordinary carrier, has nothing to get out of
order, is perfectly noiseless in use, and is

simple in the extreme. The effect produced is preferred to Dissolving, and has
caused Bi-unial and Triple Lanterns to be
things of the past, except for showing
“ effect ” slides.

5/8 each,

post free.

LEACH’S ;;LANTERN” MICROSCOPE

but
Lantern Microscopes offered at prices ranging from 25s. or 30s. to £5;

these can

only

totally
be classed as toys in comparison with ‘Leach’s’’ Microscope ; besides being
Leach’s
unsuitable for the projection or demonstration of polarised light, for which purpose
’ instrument is unequalled.

New Lantern Microscopic Pamphlet & Price List,
for working, post free,
with instructions
3 stamps.

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHIC
Much has been
cht well be taken

(Patent).

- Thiy Lantern Microscope is by far the most efficient instrument for the projection of
Microscopic Objects, the Exhibition of the Phenomena of Polarised Light, and for Photo
Micrography.
It is constructed on correct optical principles, and is perfect in mechanical details.
It is provided
It is the easiest to manipulate, and surpasses all others in completeness.
with all the necessary fittings for both Lantern Microscope, and Polariscopc;
produced at a
is
and
Mlumination,
It gives the most perfect definition and brilliant
the
price so low as to be within the reach of ordinary people—viz., at about one-third
there are
course,
Of
work.
cost of other instruments intended for the same class of

said about Photo-Micrographic
with a ‘grain of salt.”

APPARATUS.
Apparatus

represents the most perfect and
The Llustration
‘ticulars see Lantern Microscopic Catalogue.
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LANTERN

Without
?

Power

LIGHT.

is portable,

comprises

can

all that

be

carried in

is required

for

the Light.

_NO CYLINDERS OR HOUSE GAS REQUIRED.
HE EFFECT

OF THE LIGHT IS SOMEWHAT SIMILAR TO THE
LIGHT, AND BY ITS USE THE OIL LAMP WILL BE A
THING OF THE PAST.

LIME

This Apparatus can also beiemployed for

PHOTOGRAPHIC
== ENLARGING,
AND

FOR

Reducing for Lantern Slides.
THE

APPARATUS CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATI ON,
AND ALL PARTICULARS OBTAINED AT THE
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14,
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box, it can be moved upwards, so as to permit | by means of a pad moistened with paraffin.
the beam to pass horizontally through the con- , In this way all the advantages of the blackdensing lens seen in the front of the box, and | board, in facilitating the development of illusthen through the: objective, seen on the extreme trations before the class, are obtained; and
besides, when the screen has been filled the
right of the figure.
Some pieces of experimental apparatus require, matter need not be rubbed out, but may be
from their nature, to be placed horizontally, and laid aside, to be again exhibited at any time.
others vertically. Apparatus of the former kind | Diagrams -may, ‘of course, be rapidly prepared
is placed on the top of the box, whereas apparatus before a lecture, and any portions may be
which requires to stand vertically is placed in omitted and supplied before the audience.
front, and the hinged mirror can be instantly Square and compasses can be readily used in the
lantern, Admirable lantern slides
can be produced upon clear glass
by means of a pen and stencil
ink, and the ink can also be
used for making temporary adi!tions to ordinary photographed
slides by sketching upon
the

cover glass. The principal source
of lantern stides, however, will
usually be illustrations
taken
from books, periodicals, or natural

objects reproduced
by
graphy.
( [4 he continued.)

photo-

10:

Pressure Gauges for
High-Pressure Gases.*
By C. F. Bunensure.

sa
\

altered in position to exhibit either, ‘at will, on
the same screen.

This lantern can be uscd for the exhibition of
slides in the ordinary way, or the slides may be
simply placed in a frame, laid upon the condensing lens on the top of the box. The latter
arrangement has the great advantage that, if the
lecturer, facing his audience, stands in front of
the lantern and has the screen behind him, he

Tue frequent recurrence of late of
more or less violent explosions connected with
the use
of
pressure
gauges on oxygen cylinders appears
to have created

much

uneasiness, and

even alarm, in the minds of all interested
plication of these cylinders for lantern
consequence.

emphatically

pressure

gauges

condemned;

and

in

general

even

upon

in the apIn
work.

have

the

becn

best

authorities, lanternistsare strongly advised to discontinuc

| their use entirely. The great utility of these gauges in
' enabling the manipulator to readily ascertain the exact
quantity of gas cortained in a cylinder is, however,
universally acknowledged ; and, before urging the discontinuance of their use, careful inquiries should surely
be made to ascertain what has been the precise cause of
these accidents, and whether means cannot be found or
In claiming
devised for preventing them in the future.
this amount of consideration on behalf of these instruments, I would plead that, so far as my experience

sees the illuminated lantern slide right way up,
so that he can read any printing or reference
letters upon it, and can point with a pencil or
needle to any portion of the slide.
The goes, these accidents invariably admit of a simple expla-or
and are the result of either gross carelessness
awkwardness of the lecturer requiring to turn: nation,
ignorance on the part of the maker or operator.
his back upon his audience and use a large |, All thatis required is that lanternists shculd assure
pointer is thus obviated, and he is ready at any : themselves that the gauges they use are properly made
moment to substitute one illustration for another. and fitted for the particular purpose upon the principles
well understood ; and, if this
Further, the upper surface of the slide being which are now fortunately
were universally done, I have little hesitation in propheunobstructed, a square of finely-ground glass, ‘ sying that nothing more will be heard of these explosions
rendered transparent by paraffin or other oil, may | —at any rate in connection with pressure gauges. It is
be placed in the lantern, and, using a hard the special object of this paper todraw your attention to
entering upon a
pencil, sketches or writing can be produced on: the neceseary safeguarcs; but, before
consi@eration of these explusicns themsclves, it will te
the screen before the audience, and any portion
*\ Communication to the Lantern Society,
of the writing or sketching is readily rubbed out
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necessary to give you acnrsory description of the con- tended to fit, The tube is then submitted toa pressure of
struction and mode of mannficture of pressure gauges
360 atmospheres for one hour, or lonzer if possible, and
as practiced by my firm.
careful note is taken, when the pressure is released,
A pressure yauge as used for this purpose consists : whether the pointer of the facsimile gauge returns to
essentially of a steel tube of elliptical section bent to the zero. If not, the tube is rejected and destroyed,a strict
form of a semicircle, one end being screwed to a boas rale being made never t> temper a tube twice, in case the
through which the gas under pressure is admitted to the first attempt should not have proved a failure. The
tube, whilst the other end is free to move, being simply
bursting strength of a tube successfully completed in this
closed by means of a brass cap screwed on,to the tube. manner will be between seven and eight tons per square
When pressure is admitted to such a tube, the section has inch, or exceeding 1,000 atmospheres; but these are by no
a tendency tochange from the elliptical to the circular means the strcngest tubes that-can be manufactured, and
form, and, in consequence of this action, the curvature of we have produced gauges which indicate regularly and
the tube is reduced.
The tubs, in other words, shows a | successfully pressares up to 30 tons per square inch, or
tendency to straighten, causing the free end of the tube 4,500 atmospheres, being nearly 40 times the highest presto move away from the boss, and the degree of this sure employed in oxygen cylind2rs.
The tube is next
movement indicates the amount of pressure which has attached to the carrier boss, and the cap is screwed on to
been brought to bear on the tube. The movement is the free end of the tube, the metallic joint at both ends
magnified by the aid of a toothed quadrant which is in of the tube being made by means of a sharp-edge projecgear with a pinion carrying a pointer, and the latter in- tion, which is turned on each end of the tube, and beds
dicates the pressure on a graduated scale, the whole being itself into the material of the boss and cap. The multimounted io the manner shown in the illustration.
In plying mechanism is next fitted up, the several parts being
order to ensure accuracy of indication, it is of primary
made beforehand in large quantities and by special
importance that all the parts of a gauge be fitted np in machinery.
The gauge is then secured in its case, wherethe nicest possible manner, so as to obtain perfect f:eedom
upon it is again attached to a test-pump.
The multiplyof movement in the various joints and bearings without ing mechanism is now adjusted, so as to give the required
the slightest play in the direction of movement.
Any range of movement to the pointer, and the dial having
such play or back-lash would be magnified by the multi- been temporarily inserted, the scale is marked out point
plying gear, and render considerable variations oa the for point by comparison with two large standard testscale of the dial. A slight hack-lash between the teeth gauges, which are periodically tested upon a dead-weight
of the quadrant

and

pinion

is, of course,

unavoidable,

and in all well-made gauges thisis taken up by means of a
fine spiral hair spring.
The most important part of the gauge is the tube,
-and the reliability of a gauge depends chiefly upon
. the choice of the material for the tube, and the care bestowed upon its manufacture and testing. For indicating
ordinary boiler pressures of, say, about one hundred
pounds per square inch, tubes made of a copper alloy are
Ordinarily employed;
but, for the high pressures
which have now hecome customary in the storaze of
gases, ganges

with

steel

tubes are

nearly always

used.

Some gauges are fitted with ordinary drawn-steel tubes,
but these are vastly inferior to tubes turned out 0‘ volid
steel which has been specially selected and is suitable for
this purpose.
The tubes in all rauges manufactured by
my firm are bored and turned out of a special bran] of
Sheffield octagonal or pressed stecl, the tubes being male

frictionless testing machine specially constructed for this

purpose.
Each dial is written by hand, and is sub equently inserted into its gauge and secured by means of
three screws.
The pointer is then fastened to the pinionspindle, the gauge is completed, and submitted to another
final test upon the hydraulic test-pump.
A gauge made
in this manner will, if fairly used, permanently indicate
on the dial any pressure with extreme accuracy, and may

be kept under constant pressure without liability to
deterioration.
.
There are, however, a large number of gauges in use
which do not comply with these essential requirements,
some specimens placed upon the market being, indeed,
very inferior in construction and workm-nship

; and, as

there is little to distinguish these gauges in external appearanc: from efficient instraments, it may be useful to
indicate a few simple tests by which the grossest faults,
at any rat», can be discovered by anyone.
For this purin a very large variety of shapes and strength, according
pose it is only necessary to remove the brass rim and glass,
to the amount of pressure they are required t register, : and to fix the gauge upon a gas cylinder charged to the

and

the conditions under which they are intended to be |1 full pressure of 12) atmospheres,
Before opening the
worked.
:
! valve, lift the pointer over the pia against which it rests,
For the particular purpose with which we are more im- when there is no pressure on the gauge.
By means of a
mediately concerned, tubes are used which will safely pencil, mark apon the dial the exact spot where the
stand a pressure of 360 atmospheres without taking the pointer settle:; then lift th+ pointer back. and open the
slightest ‘set,’ the diameter of the tubes before being valve.
After leaving the gauze under pressure for, say,
flattened being about one-half of an inch, witha wall a quarter of an hour, or, better still, half an hour, close
thickness of nearly one-sixtcenth of an inch. After the the valve, release the pres:ure, and, after again lifting the
tubes have been turned, they are polished

inside and out, ' pointer

to remove every trace of tool marks, and they are then
microscopically examined by light reflected from a
mirror, any tube showing marks or scratches being re-

jected as unfis for use. The tubes are then carefully
flattencd and bent at a moderate heat, and to perform
these operations with entire satisfaction necessitates the
greate:t expcrience and skill.
Finally, the tubes are
hardened and tempered, and a‘great deal also depends upon
the manner in which these operations are performed
The tubes are then again carefully examined, and, if
proved satisfactory, they are subjected to a series of te-ts.
For this purpose each tube is t2mporarily attached toa
special testing apparatus. the free end being connected |
with a mechanism which is identical in all its main features with the works of the gauge which the tube is in-

over the rest pin, observe whether the pointer
comes back to the exact position which it occupied befor:—
if there is a perceptible variation the tube has given way,
and this forms conclusive evidence that the gauge cannot
be reliedupon.
A more rigorous test consists in making
the same experiment under the maximum pressure to
which the gauge is marked, siy to 250 atmospheres, or
even tO a pressure exveeding this, and any well made
gauge will easily stand the test.
Tne

ahove

test:,

which

any

lanternist

may perform,

will suffice to bring t> light the worst defects. When
the gauge is under pressure the pointer shoald be gently
moved

both ways,

and

it shouid be observed whether it

{nvariably retarns to precisely the same indication.

Any

variation would be the result of back-lash, or sticking, and

points to inferior workmanship.
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Havinz, then, become acquainted with the construction
and working of these gauges, we will next consider the
dangers connected with the use of these instruments for
high-pressure oxygen and hydrogen, or coal-gas cylinders,
and at the outset we must distinguish clearly between
explosions, which are the result of bursting of the tube,

have been discovered

in manufacture, it is, nevertheless,

advisable to provide every gauge witha protection against
accidents of this nature.
For this purpose the best safeguard consists in fitting the gauge case with openings, or
other free vent. combined with a check in the inlet to the
gauge. The iatter will present the sud len admission of
pressure to th» gauge, and any pressure which might
and chemical explosions, which are due to the firing of
inflamm ble matter ia the tube o: connexions of the otherwise slowly accumulate in the gaure case will be reBy far the largest number of accidents which lieved by the vents in the case.
gauge.
Inall gauges manufactured by my firm during the last
have hitherto occurred are the result of chenrical action ;
but some of them must undoubtedly be attributed to a year, or thereabouts, the vent has taken the form of a
loose hinged back or valve, which is held closed by means
simple bursting of the tube, duc either to bad construction
If even a very light pressure is adorto a defect in tho material of the tube. In some cases of alight spring.
the tubes have been turned out round, or have bem in, mitted to the case, this valve will bc forced open, and the
pressure is then instantly relieved. The entire efliciency
of this safeguard has been experimentally demonstrated.
The investigation of the second and more important
class of accidents which are attributable to chemical explosion is not quite so simple, but the general causes are
well understood.
They are produced by the ignition of
oil or

other

inflammable

matter

in the tube,

the

heat

necessary to effect the ignition being the result of the
sudden compression of the air or other gas in the gauge
tube and connexions.
When the valve of a cylinder
charged to 120 atmospheres is suddenly opened, the whole
of the contents of the connexions to the regulator and
gauge are instantly compressed to the 120th part of their
former volume into the most distant parts of the internal
passages, such as the extreme end of the gauge tube;
setting aside the effect which the mixing of the gases will
have, the action is similar to what would occur if the
contents were compressed by a piston.
In this way,
sufficient heat is set free to raise the temperature of the
compressed body of air or other contents toa considerable
degree of temperature ; and this will suffice to ignite any
highly inflammable matter that may have lodged in the
extreme end of the tube or connexion.
This may be easily and safely demonstrated by a simple
experiment.
A straight tube, say six or seven inches in
length—one end of which is closed by means of a cap,
into which a piece of tinder or other similarly inflammable
matteris secured —is attached to a cylinder containing
air compressed to say. 120 atmospheris.
By suddenly
opening the valve, sufficient heat will be set free to ignite
the tinder. I have even successfully performed this ex-

periment with a tube only four and a half inches long,
and with a pressure of barcly eighty atmospheres.
Mr.
Whitefield (Vice-President of the Manchester
Photographic Society) has kindly conducted an experiment for

{| me, with the object of determining the temperature of
ignition of the tinder used in this experiment ; and he finds

sufficiently flattened, and, in order to obtain sufficient
gensitiveness, makers have reduced the thickness of the
tube to such an extent that it has sooner or later burst
from sheer weakness.

In such instances, the sudden rush

of gas under the enormous pressure

into the gauge body

instantly puts the case under a pressure which it is not
calcnlated to stand, and a violent explosion is the result,
in which the case is generally

shattered,

whilst

the in-

terior of the gauge may be left fairly intact. An accident of this nature is not likely to occur with a wellmade gauge ; but, aseven the best tubes may in thecourse
of years develop defects which could by no possibility

that this isabout 410 degs. Fahr., which, I think,is about
the same as the firing temperature of an explosive
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.
If such ignition can
be produced in the presenc? of air only, how much more
likely may this not be in an atmosphere of oxygen.
Let
us now suppose that traces of oil have been lett in the
gauge by the maker, or that oil which has been used for
lubricating the valve of the cylinder, or other purpose
has been blown into the gauge tube during an admission
of gas. Ifsuch a gauge is applied to an oxygen cylinder
immediately after use on a hydrogen cylinder, and the
valve is opened snddenly, the heat set free will be
sufficient to fire the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen in.
the end of thetube, and this, in turn, will ignite the oil
in the tube, with the result that a violent explosion will
occur, owing to the rapidity and intensity with which the
oil is consumed in the presence of oxygen; but, even
without having hydrogen present, the heat evolved by a
sudden opening of the valve may be sufficient to ignite
directly any oil that has gained access to the tube.
Possibly some of the oil might be carried forward by the
in-rushing gas in the for:n of apray : and in anatmo=ph ‘re
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of oxygen, this would probably ignite at a comparatively

low temperature.
Th2 temperature of any oilin the tube
may even be materially increased by friction resulting
from the in-rushing gas ; or the particles of oil, carried
furward with yreat violence, might become heated by
friction against the sides of the tube and by the sudden
impact with the end of the passage; and all these circumstances would increase the danger of explosion.

Since the danger of the presence of oilin these gauge

I think, be accepted that such an instrument is absolutely
safe, and there need be no fear of any accident from
known causes, The experiment which I have performed
before you suggests, however, that even without the use
of a pressure gauge an explosion in the connections is

possible, provided the end of the passages in the connection is sealed and the pressure suddenly
admitted.
Generally speaking, the regulator valve is full open when
the cylinder valve is being opened, and there is, then,

tubes has come to be realised, we have discontinued the little danger of heating in the regulator connection; but
practice of using oil for dividing and testing these gauges, circumstances might arise in which pressure is suddenly
pumps filled with water having been adopted instead; admitted with the regulator valve closed, and here the
and the greatest care is exercised to prevent any oil from conditions are precisely similar to those which exist in
coming into contact with the gauge fittings during manuthe cases of gauge chemical explosions. This might, for
factiire.
Special water pumps are now set aside pur- instance, occur if the valve is opened twice in succession,
posely for this work, and the connexions are so arranged
the first opening having been sufficient to set the reguthat it is impossible for any workman to screw the gauges
lator to work.
on to an oil pump without providing himself with a
If the pressure is then released and readmitted suddenly,
special connexion for this purpose—all chances of a mis- an ignition might occur in the regulator connexion.
It
take being thas overcome.
The pamps themselves are appears to me that the same thing might happen in using
fed from the town's main, and, after each test, the cona cylinder valve which is not quite true, and which is
tents of the pumps are discharged into a white enamelled Worn to an oval shape in the seating. If such a valve is
trough, in which any traces of oil can be easily be opened,a puff of oxygen sufficient to fill the regulator
detected.
Subsequently, the contents of the tube are might be passed, followed by a temporary closing, whereextracted by means ofa vacuum pump, and are examined
upon a.suddea opening might produce in the regulator
for oil. Finally, the remnants are blown out by admitcounexion the precise conditions for an explosion. These
ting air pressure to the gauge at 100 or 120 atmospheres,
considerations suggest the theory that some of the exand suddenly releasing this pressure.
In this manner,
plosions which have been attributed to pressure gauges
everything that foresight can provide is done to minimise
have probubly originated in the connexion of the reguthe chances of the tube containing, when completed, even
lator itself.
The danger under consideration can be
the slightest traces of oil. Bat, in spite of every care, the minimised by making the connexion to the regulator as
entire absence of oil or other inflammable matter cannot be short as possible ; and, generally speaking, long passages
absolutely assured ; and, even if this were done, there
of any kind between the cylinder valve and the regulator
always remains the danger of oil gaining access to the or gauge should be rigorously avoided, as constituting a
tube accidentally when a gauge is in use. Therefore,
decided source of danger ; and, wherever it is necessary
whilst continuing to exercise every care to keep away all to have a long passage, the end of which is or may betraces of oil, the ultimate safeguard against accidents of come sealed, a check should be provided.
this description must be looked for in another direction—
If lanternists would only devote their attention to these
namely, by checking the sudden in-rush of gas to the points, and assure themselves that the principles here laid
gauge when opening the valve, so that the pressure in the down are carefully carried out, we shall have no more
gauge rises gradually,and the heat evolved has time explosions ; and my labour in preparing this paper will
to be absorbed by the material of the gauge tube. This have been amply rewarded if it should have theeffect of
may be accomplished by opening the valve very gently ; arousing the members of this Suciety, and through their
but, as this gentleness cannot always be ensured, owing medium other lanternists, to the importance, of carefully
to the frequent stiffness of the valves, carelessness, and studying this subject.
want of skill, it is indispensable, in order to secure per‘ot
fect safety, to fit each gauge with some means for automatically checking the admission ; and, whatever check |
Editorial Table.
is employed for this purpose, it mast not require any j
particular attention or manipulation.
Various devices
have been brought out for this purpose; but, of al! that
“THE Oprics Of PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOrOhave come

within the

limit of my experience, the

check

patented by Mr. W, M. Jackson, of the Manchester Oxygen
Company, is by far the simplest and best. This consists

GRAPHIC

Upon this plug are placed a number
shank of the gauge.
of alternate layers of copper wire gauze and felt cloth,
in the manner shown in the illustration.
Another
screwed plug, similarly drilled with a fine hole, is then
added, and the alternate layers of gauze and felt are comThis packing retards she
pressed between the plags.
pressure of the gas, even when suddenly turned on; but
it does not prevent the ultimate admission of full pressure
to the gange.
Iam of opinion that absolute immunity from danger

years, has brought the subject down to the level of the

in screwing a plug, through the centre of which a fine
hole has been drilled, into the foot of the connecting

of chemical explosions in gauges can be ensured

by the

proper use of this check, and it is not too much to say
that no gauge used for this purpose should be without it
or sOme equivalent device which has proved satisfactory.
If a pressure gauge is of sound construction and well
made, and

fitted

with

the adjuncts

which

I have

des-

cribed. and these are kept in proper working order, it may,

LENS.”—(London: Whittaker and Co.).

In

this work the author (Mr. J. Traill Taylor), who is
well known as having occupied the editorial chair of
The British Journal of Photography for nearly thirty

youngest amateur.
[n popular language, capable of
being understood by the non-mathematical reader, he
explains all about aberration of light when transmitted
by lenses, and shows in what manner photographic
optics differ from those of the microscope and telescope. He enters fully into the various forms of
photographic lenses, and explains the special functions of each class. An historical veswmé of landscape, portrait, and other lenses, with numerous drawings, is given. The nature and cure of distortion is
treated of, and the conditions underlying the production of distortion and rectillinearity described.
Such
defects as characterise modern lenses—as, for example,

the flare-spot—is fully explained, and the method for
curing it described.
Special chapters are devoted

Tho Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.
to hand-cameras.
Conjugate and equivalent foci, the
function of the diaphragm, causes of rapidity and
slowness of lenses, and directions for testing lenses,
are given at considerablelength.
For those who may
wish to try their hand at the manufacture of a lens
from the raw material, full directions are given.
Chapters are also devoted to the optics of the magic
lantern, also photo-telescopic lenses, and various
rules, tables, and recipes useful to the photographer,

are to be found in this work.
WE

have received

the “ Photographic

Diary and

Desk-Book for 1892,” from the publisher (Mr. Jas.
Blackmore, 55-6, Chancery-lane).
It contains valuable formulz and description of novelties, and it has
a neat appearance, the diary portion being interleaved with blotting-paper.
Price 2s.

THE first number of the “ Photographic Review of
Reviews " has made its appearance.
It is ably edited
by Mr. W. D. Welford, contains some good illustrations, and is printed on paper of high quality. To a
large extent the general “get up "reminds one of the
style of American photographic journals. [tis published
on the 15th of each month.

Iliffe and Sons, price 6d.

THE“ Optical Lantern,” by Andrew Pringle.—(London : Hampton Judd and Co.) This book is mainly a
reprint of one published some months ago in America,
and has since been brought down to date. Ina series
of twelve chapters, the author has fully described the
optical parts, the body and modes of illumination,
the preparation and storage of gases, management of
lanterns, instructions fer lecturers, and a host ofother

matters which
Price 2s. 6d.

cannot

fail to be of great

interest.

sO:

Society

Meetings.

Messrs. Humphery,
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Fison, Patterson, Harrison, Davison,

Davis, and the chairman took part.

Brarstou
Camera
SocreTy.—At
the
meeting on
Friday, Jan. 22, after the routine business, the set of
lantern slides, “Boston Illustrated,” sent over by the
American Photographic Society, were exhibited by Mr.
Dunscombe

with

a

limelight

lantern,

They

were

described by Mr. Genge. A vote of thanks having been
passed for the loan of the slides, a resolution was carried
that the members prepare a set of slides illustrating
Bristol, for loan to the American sccieties.
HEREFORD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.—A lantern evening in connectiod with the above Society, was held on
January 5, at the Working Buy Home Schoolroom,
Mr,
E. Horth manipulated the lantern, Mr. W. E. Haines
reading the description of each slide as thrown upon the
screen.
The series comprised architectural, landscape,
landscape with figure, seascape and shipping, and figure
srudies. The last competition slides taken by members
of this society, were then put on the screen in their order
of merit, and were received with applause. Another set
of prize slidea were then shown and examined, and Mr.
E. G. Davies, assistant hon. secretary, was awarded the
first prize for the best set of three slides. Altogether
there were seven competitors, Mr. Alfred Watkins and
Mr, W. E. Haines acted as judges.
LEEDS
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SocieTy.—The
following
' gentlemen have been elected as members of the committee
for 1892: Messrs. Godfrey Bingley, W. A. M. Brown,
Herbert Denison, E. H. Jacob, M.A., M.D., A. E. Nichols,
Rev. E. S. Palmer, Robert Steele, T. W. Thornton, J. H.

Walker and S. A. Warburton.
The officers for the year
1892 are as follows: IE. H. Jacob, M.A., M.D., president ;
Godfrey Bingley and S, A. Warburton, vice-presidents,
Herbert Denison, hon. secretary ; Robert Steele, assistant
hon. secretary; T. W. Thornton, hon. treasurer; W. A.

M. Brown, hon. librarian ; J. H. Walker, hon. lanternist.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.—On Jan. 7, Mr. J. Hay Taylor exhibited Stainforth’s
jet holder for raising and lowering the lantern jet. Also
a dissolving apparatus for single lanterns, invented by
Archer and Sons.
Mr. Debenham showed the result of
treating two faded transparencies with Schlippe's salts ;
after which Mr. P, H. Newman gave an interesting
lecture, ‘Some Recent Exhibitions.” A lantern evening
was

held on

2lst Jan., at which

many

excellent trans-

CAMERA CLUB,—On Thursday, Dec. 31, Mr. T. M.
Brownrigg exhibited a collection of his slides, including
scenes in London, cathedral interiors, and landscapes.
Amongst the latter, which were mostly from hand-camera

parencies were projected on the screen.
NortH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC Society, Jubilee
House, Hornsey-road.—The annual general meeting was
held on Jan. 11, the president (Mr. J. W. Marchant) in

negatives, were some beautiful pictures of subjects taken

the chair. Five new members were elected. The balancesheet showed the funds of the society to be in a satisfactory condition, notwithstanding the heavy demands made
upon them to carry out the numerous improvements projected during the year.
The president then read his

on the way and around Guildford.
Mr. Brownrigg gave,
as usual, the most entertaining and amusing description
with his pictures. Other slides were shown the same
evening by Messrs. Frank Howard, Williams, Howlett,
Patterson, Buckett, and Lieut.-Col. Gale.
On Thursday,
Jan. 14, Mr, J. Howson read a paper, entitled ‘‘ The Pros
and Cons of Chloride Printing.”
Capt. Abney occupied
the chair.
Mr. Howson argued in favour of the permanence, beauty, and simplicity of working of gelatinochloride prints,and contended for the special applicability
of each printing process to its particular purposes.
The
lecture was illustrated by a collection of examples, some
matt and some highly glazed in surface, the prints also
howing the variety of colour obtainable.
On Thursday,
Jan. 21, Mr. Alfred Maskell read a paper on “ Photography and Arrested Motion.”
Mr. F, Machell Smith
occupied the chair, The lecturer assailed the results of
a large proportion
practised as giving

report of the year’s work, showing a large increase in the

membership and increased activity in all branches of work
by the members.
The report was unanimously adopted
Several alterations in the rules were made, and the following officers and council were elected. President, J.
W. Marchant;
vice-presidents, H. Walker and F. L.
Pither ; treasurer ;F, W. Cox; council, F. Cherry, C. C.
Gill, J. C. S. Mummery, H. Smith, T. C. Lathbridge, C.
Beadle, J. L. Treadway, J. Steuart, J. Saville. S. E. Wall.

W. Taylor, and C, D. Gregory; hon. sec., J. Mcintosh.
14, Lowman-road, Holloway ; assistant hon. sec., F. M.
Ainsley.
THE SouTtH LonDon PHOTOGRAPHIC SociETY.—The
evening of Monday, the 4th ult., was devoted to the
instruction of beginners by Mr. F.W. Webb. The lecturer,

of the instantaneous photography
only inanimate pictures, and incited
after explaining the various movements of the Camera
to the use of methods and treatment which would
better suggest a sense or idea of action and motion.
A | and their uses, dealt with the exposure and the methods
large number of illustrations were given, and the lecture ! of developing negatives, producing a considerable number
excited
a discussion, in which the Rev. JLambert, of the latter to illustrate the pitfalls of beginners, at the
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sams time giving valua‘l. advice as to the causes, and the
meaus by which they were to be avoided.
Mr. Webb also
produced a spectrum screen, which he had made with
photographs of the same on I!ford Ordinary and Isochromatic. — A successful entertainment was held on
the 18th ult., at Hanover Hall, Peckham.
The principal
feature of the programme was an exhibition of dioramic
effects in the triple oxy-hydrogen
lantern given by
Messrs. Banks and ‘Greaves,
consisting of statuary,
views, &k., which showed exceedingly clever manipulation
of the lantern,
and included the foundtains and illumina-

tions at the Inventions Exhibition, &c. During the
evening a selection of vocal and instrumental music was
given,
308

seems as much out of reach as ever,” simply for the same
reason that perpetual mation is out of reach. I clearly
stated that I did not intend ‘troubling about the anatomy
of the eye,” because I helieved it to be irrelevant; I did not
see that anything could be accomplished by an attempt to
fathom the mysteries of human organism.
Would it have

aided my purpose if Ihad said, The combination is probably
effected by the optic nerves crossing each other on their way

to the brain? I must confessI fail to see the advantages of
such a technicality in this case.
I referred to natural physics
only so far as they seemed to relate to my subiect.
I believe the faculty or sense of vision can be, and is,cultivated just as much as the sense of touch, and that such cultivation takes place to a large degree during infancy. An expert pianist fingers the keys with a skill that appears to be

On the 18th inst., a musical and lantern evening will perfectly mechanical, and without mental exertion,and betrays
no trace of tedious training, but who questions
the power of the
be given by the London and Provincial Photographic
Association to members and friends at Champion Hotel, mind over the fingers in this instance, though an unconscious
power apparently? How prone young infantsare to extend their
Aldersgate-street, E.C.
:
Mr. Stocks, of Rye, when renewing the advertisement | tiny hands to grasp objects entirety beyond their reach, and
of his new lamp, writes, January 21 : “ Last postal delivery how their eyes misdirect their hands when the object is close
brought orders for lamps from England, Scotland, Ireland, . by, rendering it necessary to guide the toy to their touch.
also from the United States, all the result of my adver- | The eyes are taught to distinguish one colour from another,
tisements in the Optical Magic Lantern Journal and | also to recognise and classify form. The eyes of an artist
delineator are educated to see objects on the flat when he dePhotographic Enlarger,"'
Some American opinions of The Optical Magic Lantern sires to reproduce Nature with his pencil, while in general
Journal and Photugraphic Enlarger: “The only monthly observation he enjoys the same relief of perspective that
devoted to magic lanterns and photo- enlarging is by J. others do; this is purely a matter of education and training.
Hay Taylor, Dorset Works, Salisbury-square, London, E.C., Vision can be controlled and minipulated, I believe, just as
England.
It can be had here of the International News Co., the voice can be modulated according to the amount of train:
8, Duane-street, New York, sixty cents yearly. It pusts its ing it has received.
Mr. Slight says, “ The fact is, when we look at natural
readers on all new tricks of the trade, new knacks, new inven- :
tions, and best methods generally appertaining to the arts it ; objects with both eyes we do not require any special
training, or to trouble our heads or eyes about thinking we
favours.” —Health Monthly.
are looking at two images.”
30:
This is true, and by reference to my article (page 147, the
figure of the picture through the window-pane) it will be seen
that the same thought was expressed, the special training
Correspondence.
came at an early stage of life—he continues, “ but we first of
all direct our eyes to one point, and we see it distinctly as
STEREOSCOPIC
EFFECTS WITH
THE OPTICAL | one point, the two images forming one.”’ This also coincides
with the above referred to figure of the window-pane, but
LANTERN.
when he says, ‘“‘ Every other part of the object that may be
[Ta the Editor.]
indistinctly seen, except those the same distance from the
S1r,—I am sorry to have disappointed Mr. Slight in not eyes, is doubled, but the eyes at that instant, so to speak, are
solving for him a problem which to meappears to be a physical oblivious to this doubling,” also ‘‘ when the eyes are allowed
impossibility.
to wander to another point, it is then seen as one, and the
The paper written by me, and to which he refers, was, pre- first point, ifseen at all, is:probably doubled, and so on over
pared forthe American Photographic Conference, at which the whole scene.’’ This concentration of vision or focussing
time it was illustrated by numerous views from nature, also of the eyes is referred to and explained in my article, and is
diagrams projected on the screen which furnished occular de- also covered by the window-pane illustration, but I must take
monstration to those assembled of the correctness of my claims exception to the idea of surrounding objects dowbling; if this
and assertions. I regret that the illustrations could not have doubling should occur to my vision I should at once conclude
accompanied the text when published in your Journal, as it that I was troubled with astigmatism, and should esteem it
may have helped to a better understanding of my opinions. an imperative duty to consult an oculist for relief; the fact is,
If I have erred on the side of vagueness in my descriptions, if I may be permitted to repeat, that all such adjoining or
it has been simply the result of an endeavour to avoid wading surrounding objects just out of range ofthe visual rays or
too deep into technicalities.
visual focus become ‘“ mere suggestions of form" (see page
I take it that Mr. Slight is, like myself, an ardent seeker ; 155
after scientific truth bearing on the subject of relief artificially | Mr. Slight credits me with more than I am entitled to,
produced on a magnified scale, and I should be glad to join : when he says that I recommend “that two pictures should be
issue with him and pursue the investigation, if possible, to a ! super-imposed, and looked at from one particular point.”
more successful solution of the problem, and shall be well
The necessity of viewing the object from one point I do
pleased if some one can prove that my ideas are based on a claim as my proposition, and this is the keynote, and in fact
wrong foundation, and show me a way by which the beautiful bone and sinew, of my original paper ; but as to the superrelief can be shown to an assembled audience.
posing of the image, I give credit to the reputed inventor, M.
Iam perfectly willing to offer myself as a martyr to the D'Almeida (page 171), and distinctly disclaim any system of
cause, and undergo the humility of being proven wrong. We | tegistering, inasmuch as I have invented none (see page I7!,
as amateur photographers and lanternists are earnest investi- next to last paragraph).
I must also beg to differ with my
gators, and as such cannot consistently object to criticism, if friend Mr. Slight, on the importance of the correct line of
it be fairand just. It may be unfortunate that my treatment | vision, and while I hold the fort would respectfully ask him
of the subject was not more lucid, but, in reply to Mr. Slight, to try this little experiment—viz., hold the Optical Lantern
I must beg to say that “the particular subject of the essay Journal, which is now in his hand, at a distance of twelve or

xi.
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inches

directly

in front of, and ona

taken;

thisis perhaps an extreme case,

aad real furniture backed up with one of the conventional painted backgrounds in making this experiment, if
|you are preparing your own views. Shift the camera to three
! or four different positions, making a view from each, and
notes while studying them through the
| care: fully compare
; stereoscope, and you will probably require no further argu° ment as to the importance of correct perspective and correct
point of observation.
{t was the aim of my original paper to show that in all
cases where stereoscopic effects are produced, the same general
! conditions as to point of observation, &c., prevail, whether
' in a stereoscope or other known instrument, and it certainly
would seem perfectly rational to resort to the same methods
© or principles in producing similar results on the magnified
scale we so much desire.
The proposition offered by Mr. Slight, that of exhibiting
: stereo pictures on the screen in precisely the same manner as
in a stereoscope, but without observing the fixed position of

level with, the ; subjects

eyes, when the axis of the eyes will be parallel with the plane
of the object, and if his vision is normal he will be able to
read without difficulty. Now let him slide the hand either
tu the right or left, at the same time kceping the plane of the
paper in its original position, and he will probably notice
that as the object is removed from its original position, or
common visual centre, his ability to see and read distinctly
will diminish gradually until he is totally unable to distinguish
one letter from another, notwithstanding the head and eyes
have been turned in following the direction the paper has
because of the short

distance intervening between the eyes and the object, but the
principle holds, and the varying position the paper occupies
during the manipulation above recommended coincides with
the position of a fixed screen in a hall, which is other than of
the ‘gun barrel” type, an ordinary theatre and a room
which is broader than deep, with the screen placed in the
more novel than prosaic, and if he doubts
middle of the broad side (I have seen the screen in such | the eyes, is indeed
suggest “the proof of the pudding is
would
I
assertion
this
is
vision
of
lines
oblique
the
places). The distortion caused by
try the experiment, in the meanwhile
him
Let
eating.”
the
in
the
on
letters
the
like
certainly,
at least annoying, and most
of the results, but we will make
publication
the
await
will
we
and
more
appear
must
image
the
page in our experiment,
will undoubtedly be that
verdict
the
that
prophesy
to
bold
increases,
obliqueness
the
as
indistinct
more confused and
scale of
under which circumstances we certainly can have but little : the system is impractical because of the magnified
having a
hope of obtaining stereoscopic relief.
But while holding the the picture, and the impossibility of each auditor
distance of
paper in the position above described, obliquely to the right blackened separator extending from his eyes to a
In the absence of such
screen.
the
to
two-thirds
or
one-half
the
permit
arm,
the
of
position
the
changing
without
or left,
the visual rays would become badly
paper to turn on a pivot, as it were, in the hand, and as the a separator I am afraid
mixed, even with the aid of the prisms suggested.
the
of
plane
the
with
parallel
a
assumes
paper
the
of
plane
Mr. Slight realises the importance of placing his lanterns
eyes, again the subject matter on the page will become more |
Why
and more distinct, until the two planes are exactly parallel, at such distance apart as to centre with the screens.
when the perfect view will have been restored, thus it would should the principle not hold good, and the visual rays from
conappear as stated in my paper (page 171). It is important ° the eyes of each and every spectator receive the same
I
that the screen should be as nearly as possible parallel with sideration as the light rays proceeding from the lantern?
believe it to be equally important if we would behold true
the axis of the eyes, vertically as well as horizontally.
Mr. Slight says, “ Although correct perspective may be stereoscopic effects with the optical lantern, —Yours, Xc.,
Oscar S, TEALE.
New York, U.S.A.
sacrificed by oblique vision, stereoscopic relief may be
possible at a considerable angle from the correct centre
PAPER LANTERN SLIDES.
line.” This I cannot quite comprehend, because, without
| Zo the Lditor.]
the element of perspective there would be no picture, :
all graphic representations would become mere geometric
DeaR SrrR,—With regard to your announcement on page
the relief element
elevations, or geometric diagrams,
No. tof the Optical Magic Lantern Journal for January,
would be wanting, and natural objects could not be that it is proposed to make lantern transparcacies on
be
would
long flexible strips of specially prepared paper, coated
represented on the flat, because their delineation
As an iastance illustrating the importance of with creosote, colophony, and gelatine, we would beg
mere maps.
.
native
of
correct perspective, I would refer to the works
to state that this is the process by which our patent
Chinee artists in their representations of natural scenery, the : lantern slides are procured, and that we hold the sole
something
is
patent rights for England, and that, therefore, none of these
distortion of esthetic gymnastics there to be seen
frightful. Study the arts as practised by uncivilised nations, papers can be exported into this country excepting through
peoples,
ancient
of
and even by some of the more cultivated
-us; and that any person importing them from Germany,
or seventeenth
or turn over the pages of books of
; or any other continental country, would render themselves
th
:
ib the sixteenth

:
and note the pictorial ! |jable for damages for infringement of our patent rights.—
centuries that may be accessible,
J. THEoBALD & Co.
Yours very faithfully,
representations there to be seen, and observe how much they

fall short of conveying to the mind true form and true distance.
Indeed there is quite enough of the same vagueness of expression and want of vitality in some classes of so-called art
I maintain
produced even in this, owr day and generation.
true pictorial representations cannot be produced without due
regard for true perspective, and true perspective can be perceived and fully appreciated from but one point of view for
each representation.
The importance of correct perspective (which for relief
effects must be different: for each eye) is perhaps best
illustrated by an ordinary stereoscope with a view which has
been made from a theatrical

stage, in’ which case the actors

occupying the foreground and the furniture appears in good
relief, while the painted scene, or stage setting, together with
such of the accessories as are painted, will appear tame and
seem

just

what they are, flats, with unnatural shadows.

would strongly recommend the study of
from theatrical tableaux, but if the genuine
able, a fair substitute will be found in a
made in a photographic studio with a

I

these views, made
article is not availstereoscopic view
group of human

43, Farringdon Road, E.C.
ETHER SATURATORS.
[To the Editor. |
. Mr. Eptror,—As there has been so much said against
ether saturators, I would like to give you my experience.
I
have used one for about two years, and
with it;and I have not had any trouble
say that those who have had trouble, that
it on themselves. I first used it with a

am much pleased
with it, and should

they have brought
gas-bag, with half-

hundred weight pressure, and the results were all that I could
wish ; that was inside a hall. Now this year I have used it
with cylinder for fourteen nights, before and after Christmas,
for advertisements

outside,

with a keen

frost all the time,

and especially at night, from eight o'clock toten.

I have

illuminated an 18ft. disc properly, so that it could be seen
and read 300ft. away.
The only protection | had was a

waggon-cover, as I was perched upon a shed 12/t. from the

ground, showing on to a gable-end of a house.

My saturator
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has never been even covered over to keep it from the frost.
My jet was not even packed, and all went well, as I can
prove by any number of persons whd have seen it work.
This I think shoull give confidence to those who have
saturators.
[tis my opinion that much trouble is given on
account of the performers being afraid ofthe article they are
using. Just fancy a man going to shoot rabbits when he is
It is |
in shakes all the time for fear his gun should go off.
most likely that at the last moment

when

he has not the nerve to do the needful.
saturator—it

wants

common-sense

he wants it to go,

Just so with the

using, and

must keep cool, and then you can doit.

to do it you

Tnere is no fear of

any serious results, even with an amateur lanternist, if he be

careful. There is another thing that is not fully shown—
that is, get the best ether you can buy. Mine cost three
shillings per pint; but then I have only used two pints for
fourteen nizhts, of two hours each night, thus the cost per
hour was not quite threepence, and I had a light fully 360
cinlle-power. or more than double the safety-jet light.
Hoping this will increase the number of saturator-users, 1 am
yours truly,
J. Tizomeson.
P.S.—I

have two

flame-extinguishers, one on each side of

my piping.
4, Somerset-terrace,

West Hartlepool.

the pictures from being projected as well as formerly, and asks
if there is any means of overcoming this. Answer.—You can
bring the lantern closer to the screen, using a lens of shorter
focus, if you wish to oblain the same size picture as when the
lantern was at a greater distance off.

FF, J.—It is quite safe.

Swindled. —If the facts are as you state it is a matter for
the law to deal with.
Oi Lamp.—You will find it much more convenient to
have the two lanterns placed side by side. Bi-unials with oil
lamps have been made, but they are much more trouble than

two separate lanterns. We would not recommend you to
waste money in building a lantern of the description sent.
Gauge writes: “In future I intend discarding my gauge,
as I am afraid of them. There is some means of telling the
contents of oxygen cylinder by weighing it: will you kindly
explain it ? [am sure many besides myself would like to know.
Itvply.—Weigh the cylinder as received before using the gas,
say 15lb. goz. After using weigh it again, say 15lb. Nine

ounces of gas will then have been used. Each ounce of gas
represents 75 or ‘7 of a foot.
If 9 is multiplied by -7, we
have 6°3. or 6,45 feet of oxygen used.
Deduct this from the
quantity contained in the cylinder when full, anl the result
will show the present contents.
WW Bremner.—We

PUBLIC LANTERNISTS SHOULD IIAVE
CERTIFICATE OF EFFICIENCY.

A

[To the Editor.]
:
Dear S1R,—On looking through the Lantern Journal, we
notice there has been an explosion of gas in bags, at I]keston,
and fail to understand how such athing could happen, except
by fire getting inside the bags by a back pressure caused by
the removing ofthe weights before having previously turned
off the taps. The fact of the matter is, no accident can
possibly take place except by carelessness. Great caution
must always be observed, and one must thoroughly under-

‘stand the using of the gas, and have no fear of it, and know
that they are capable of mastering it in any event, it is just
the same as trying to drive a locomotive engine without
“understanding it, of course something unforseen and unaccountable may happen, but under ordinary circumstances,
and when the necessary care is exercised, it is well nigh
impossible for any accident to happen.
We use bags every

night regularly, and have for years. Only a few weeks ago,
we sold a bag to us man who thought he would like to try a
lantern (he had a cheap one) and on using the gas he had a
grand “ blow-up,” and lost the bag, and everything else, and
then wondered what was the inatter, and wanted to know if
the bag was sound.
Ofcourse it did not occur to him that
his want of experience and knowledge was the only cause,
and like all bad workmen, wanted

to blame his instrument.

A man has to be skilled in the use of a lantern, and know
just what risks he takes and the consequence of an explosion,
just as much as an engineer when undertaking to run a

steamboat.
It is a profession as much as anything else and
Tequires experience. We think it should be compulsory for
those who profess to work lanterns in public (when human
life and limb is in danger by bunglers) to undergo an examination, and have a certificate as to their efficiency.—Yours
truly,
MILLAR BROTHERS.
Tacoma, Washington, U.S.A.
20:

Notes

and

Queries.

Safety writes that petroleum may be rendered nonexplosive by the addition of a small quantity of a mixture of
bicarbonate of sodium with aniline, sulphate of lime, sulphate
of magnesia, chloride of sodium, sal ammoniac and water.
Geo, Porell states that, when using the lantern in a large

hall during the fog, the thickness of the atmosphere prevented

are

at all times

ready to answer

questions, but must draw the line at recommending one firm in preference to another. See our advertising pages. Get
the index of Vol. I. (May, 1890, and Vol. II., Dec., r8gr),
and you will find our opinion expressed upon the very
subjects about which you write.
Subseriber.—No. 1 (June, 1889), of this Journal is out of
print ; Nos. 2and 3 are one shilling; the others are 13d. each,

post tree.
Conway.—In the following order—s, 7, 2, 3.
Enlarger.—The series of articles by Mr. A. R. Dresser,

(Hintson Enlarging), is contained in the issues of Nov., Dec.,
1890; Jan., Feb., March, April, r8gr.
M. Kircher.—No, 1 can always be relied upon, but the
price may be a little high, and if those of Nos. 2 and 3 are

picked, there is no reason why they should not be equally
good. The better way is to arrange to try them before
buying ; put in a slide containing printed matter all over: if
this can be read as easily (when projected) at the corners as
in the centre, that is everything. The mechanical arrange-

ment of the Terpuoscope is excellent, and it can be used
either with or without the curtain arrangement.
Alfred Saunders writes : “ I have been experimenting with
various lantern plates in the market, and fail to geta good
black and white tone, combined with transparency. I have
used both pyro and hydroquinone developers, yet cannot get
so clear a picture as shown in the commercial slides. Fry's
and Thomas's are the clearest, yet they do not come up to
the standard.
-4 sve.
—If you give a longer exposure than
you have been in the habit of giving, we think your difficulty
will be overcome.
A Subseriber.—We have asked Mr. Norton to communicate with you, and doubtless you have tried the limes by
this time. We shall be pleased to hear that you have overcome
the defect you mentioned.
Perhaps your limes were rather
: Soft, and thus pitted easily, causing the flame to setoff at an
angle towards the condenser.
Regulater writes: Can you tell me how to prevent a
nasty clicking sound inside a Suiter’s Reliable Regulator?
So long as only one jet of bi-unial is used itis all right, but
immediately the other jet is turned on, the click begins.

Answer.—We heard ofa similar case, but have never experi-

enced this annoyance ourselves ; it appears to be a defect in
the adjustment ofthe valve rod tothe diaphragm.
Better
request the dealer from whom it was purchased to exchange
it for another.
J. G. Gibson,—We will make inquiries, and will let you
know if we come across anyone willing to part with the
number.

‘
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Tho Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.
Send
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Full [Illustrated
for Mr. HUGHES’
small ditto, 6d., postage
|s., postage 5d.;
pages,
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2d.,
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Over
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TYLAR’S LANTERNESCOPE

Slide Making.

Regd.

HIS beautiful instrument enables
you to exhibit your
slides to friends while
Saseated at a table ‘in
the — most
efficient
great

brilliancy

WN EVATIV ES. or any prints (large
or small) copied as Slides for the
Optical Lantern.
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process.

and

beauty, with a wo-der-
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stereoscopic eflect.

Mr. A. R. Dresser,
Bexley Heath, high'y
recommends it.
See
his article on the best way to view lantern
sides, in ‘‘Anthony’s Bulletin of Photography, 1890.”

Colouring and Tinting.

Surgeon-Gen. Rankinc,
Leamington,
another authority, says: ‘‘I am very

1.

Work
Slide.
Either our own or other makers’ Plain
Slides may be sent to us to colour.

Proaching stercoscopic.”
Advertising space is too costly an article
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utility.
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FLASH

CONTINUOUS,

LAMP

(Patent 2628.)

THE LIGHTNING FUSEE will be found the most perfect Flash Lamp yet introduced; it
contains
sufficient magnesium for 12 exposures, and measures only 1j by 1: by 2 inch.
NO SPIRIT is required, and NO DANGER incurred in its use. Perfect cleanliness and the utmost
economy ensured.
THE LIGATNING FUSEE consists of & small Lamp (the Jllustration isa fac-simile
of its elze)
carried inthe pocket. The flame te obtained with an ordinary vesta fusee placed in the tube in easily
front.

The Fusee ie used in preference to any other flame as it contains Chlorate of Potash. which gives
intense heat, aud therefore consumes the whole charge of Powder, which no other Lamp at present
made does.
THE LIGHTNING FUSEE, complete with Ball and Tube, 6/6
TWO
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12/6
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in Photographic
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and Foreign Governments.
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Yo The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and The Science and Art
Department,

&c.,
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Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Lewis WrichT.
A complete
guide to the use of the Magic Lantern, the Lantern Microscope, Polariscope, and to the projection of Scientific Experiments.
Nett, 4s. Gd.
Plain Photographic Slides, 12s. per dozen.
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